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1. Introduction and summary. We consider Markov chains x„,

m = 0, 1, • • • , with denumerable states denoted by integers 0, 1, • • •.

LetP;y = P^=Pr {xn+i=j|x„ = i} and let Py denote the w-step transi-

tion probability from i to j, n = l, 2, ■■■. It is assumed throughout

that for each i,j there is an n such that Py>0. For other terminology

see Feller [S, Chapter 15]. (We shall refer to chains satisfying the

above assumption as irreducible.)

We shall be concerned with the existence of solutions of the "equa-

tions of stationarity,"

00

(i.i) ft=ESA * = o, l, • • •,

in the case where the chain is transient. A solution will always mean

a set of positive numbers satisfying (1.1). (It is readily seen that if a

set of non-negative numbers, not all 0, satisfy (1.1) they must all be

strictly positive.) If the chain has finite mean recurrence times it is

known that there is a solution whose elements (?,- are a set of probabili-

ties, £<2» = 1. See [5]. If it is assumed only that the chain is recur-

rent, Derman showed, [3], that there is a unique (up to a constant

multiplier) solution, with £(?,■ = °° in case the mean recurrence times

are infinite. Derman also showed by examples in [4] that if the chain

is transient there may or may not be solutions.

In this note we obtain a necessary condition and a sufficient con-

dition for the existence of a solution of (1.1). The author thinks that

the sufficient condition is in some sense close to being necessary. The

main results are in Theorems 1 and 2. The corollary to Theorem 2

covers a number of cases of interest. This corollary also follows from

general results, in a somewhat different direction, of Edward Nelson.

(Private communication.)

2. A necessary condition. We shall use the following terminology:

Definition 1. A path from infinity is a sequence of states ii, i2, • ■ • ,

not necessarily all distinct but containing infinitely many distinct states,

such that

Pr {xn+1 = ik\xn = ik+i\ > 0, k = I, 2, • ■ • .
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Definition 2. A simple path from infinity is a path from infinity,

all of whose states are distinct.

Theorem 1. In order that (1.1) should have a solution for an irreduc-

ible transient chain, it is necessary that there exist a simple path from

infinity.

Proof. Suppose (1.1) has a solution {(?,}. Define a set of "inverse

probabilities" pa by

(2.1) pa = PjiQj/Qi,       pi = PlQj/Qi.

Since E« Pv = (Qi/Qt) E» P% < °° > the chain defined by the pi} is
transient. Let y„, w2:0, be the variables of such a chain. It is evident

that for almost every sample sequence y0, yi, • • • , the quantities

Pvmv Pvwi ' " ' are aH positive. Moreover, because of the transient

character of the chain, it is true for almost every sequence that no

state is visited infinitely often. Therefore, almost every sequence con-

tains a subsequence yi, yl, • • • , such that the yi are all distinct

and p^v'i+l>0. Referring to (2.1) we see that there is thus a simple

path from infinity. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.

As an example, consider the renewal process, for which Derman

showed directly that there is no solution in the transient case. Here

pa = 0 unless j = 0 or * + l, and it is evident that there is no simple

path from infinity. In the renewal process the state 0 has a special

role; every path from infinity must contain it infinitely often. How-

ever, it can be shown by examples that even if there is no simple

path from infinity, there need not exist any such distinguished state.

In fact, an example, which we do not give here, shows that even if no

finite set of states has the property that every path from infinity

intersects it infinitely often, there need exist no simple path from

infinity.

3. Conditions on the zeros. The condition of Theorem 1 is not suffi-

cient for the existence of a solution to (1.1). Note that this is a condi-

tion on the location of the zeros in the matrix (Pa). The following two

examples show that no condition on the zeros can be both necessary

and sufficient for the existence of a solution in the transient case, since

the zeros of the two examples are in the same place and one has a

solution while the other does not.

Example 1. Take P;,,-+i = 1 — e~i — e~i%, Pi,,_i = e-*, P,-0 = e-i\

*=1, 2, • • • ; P0i = l. This chain is clearly transient and irreducible.

Theorem 2 below can be applied to show that there is a solution to

(1.1). We shall not give the details.
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Example 2. Take P,-,,+1 = l-(l/2)S P,-,,-_1 = (l/4)i, P,0 = (l/2)<

— (1/4)', i=l, 2, • • • ; Poi = l. This chain is likewise transient and

irreducible. We now prove that in this case (1.1) has no solution.

Proof that there is no solution for Example 2. Suppose that

a solution {Qt} exists. First, the Qi cannot be bounded. For, setting

i = 0 in (1.1), we have
00 00

Co = £ QiPj* = £ QjPio,

(3-D J:° m   y"°

NQo = £ £ QjPn N = 1, 2, • • • .
y-o n-l

If the Qj were bounded by K we would have

oo      N oo      oo

(3.2) NQ0 ̂  K £ £ P]o < K £ £ Pnjo.
;=0 n-l y—0 n=l

Now ET-i P"o is the expected total number of visits to state 0 of a

particle starting in state j and is equal to Lyo multiplied by the ex-

pected number of visits to 0 starting in 0, where Lja is the probability

of reaching 0 from j at least once. It is readily seen that £y Ly0 < oo,

which means that (3.2) cannot hold for all N. Hence the Qit if they

exist, must be unbounded. Next, observe that equations (1.1) have

the form in this example

(3-3) ^SKtHt)^  a-ft+G)'*
(3.4) Qi _ [l - (-J   ] Qi_i + (—y   Qi+i, i - 2, 3, • • • .

Since 1-(l/2)'-1 + (l/4)'+1<l for »S2, we see from (3.4) that £>,•

cannot be as large as Max (Qi-i, Qi+i), i = 2, 3, • • • . Since the Qi

are unbounded they must therefore ultimately increase monotonically

to infinity. Hence, there is an i such that ifiS*, (?yS(?y-i. Then, from

(3.4)

a-[i-(j)M]cM   (4)"eM
(3.5) Qj+i =-S-

(1/4)'+! (l/4)'+1

= 2>+'Qy_1) j = i, i + 1, • • • .

By repeated application of (3.5) we have, after a little simplification,

Qi+2n+i>2" Qi-i, n — 1, 2, • • • . This implies that the sum in (3.3) is
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infinite, a contradiction. Hence (1.1) can have no solution.

4. A sufficient condition.

Definitions. Let kP\} = Pn, and in general

(4.1) kP\j = Pr {x„ = j; xm ̂  k, 1 ^ m < n | x0 = i\, n = 1, 2, • • • ;

and define

oo        oo

(4.2) Lki(j) = T,T, iTkrPri + Pki.
r=j n=l

Lki(j) is, if £2:/, the probability that a particle, starting at k, will

reach i, the first visit being immediately preceded by a state with

index Tij. As before, Lki = Lki(0) will denote the probability of reach-

ing i at all, having started from k.

Theorem 2. In order that (1.1) should have a solution for an irreduci-

ble transient chain, the following condition is sufficient: there exists an

infinite set K of states such that

(4.3) lim        Lki(j)/Lki = 0,        i = 0,1 , 2, • • • .
j-n»,t->«,teK

Corollary. If the chain is transient and irreducible, and if for each i,

Pit, = 0 except for a finite set of values of k, then (1.1) has a solution.

Proof of Theorem 2. In the recurrent case Chung [2] showed

that we can pick an arbitrary state, say 0, and define Q[ = E"-i Tot,

obtaining a solution. Here Q'% is the expected number of visits to i

between visits to 0, and we have (note that because of recurrence

Go'=i)
OO OO »

Z-i  oPoi  —   oPoi +   2-1  Z-l  oPoj    Pji
(4.4) „=i „_2 ;_i

00 00

= oPm+EG/P/*= Zft^ii
z-i y-o

since oP\i = Pm = Co' Pw- In the transient case this does not give a

solution. It seems reasonable to try instead

Qi' = E pU
n=l

the expected total number of visits to i, starting at some state k. It

is perhaps better to think of Qi' as the average density of particles

at i, if there is a source putting one particle per time unit into the sys-
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tern at k. Although QI' is not itself a solution, we may hope that it

approaches a solution as the "source" k moves off to infinity. We must

also normalize to keep the Qi within bounds. Hence we define

00

(4.5) Qki=Y,Pnki, i, k = 0, 1, ••-.
n-l

We shall show that if the conditions of Theorem 2 hold, then there is

a sequence {kmJ such that

(4.6) lim Qkm.i/Qtm.t = Qi * = 0,1, •••,
m—*»

where the Qi are a solution of (1.1).

Definitions. Let Oij, i^j, be the probability that the state, given to be

initially i, reaches j, before reaching i; let 1 —cpa, i^j, be the probability

that the state, initially i, returns to i without reaching j.

In general, 6ij^<pij for transient chains. Clearly the 0,y and the

<j)ij are all positive.

Now suppose the state is initially i^j, and let V be the total num-

ber of visits to j which precede any further visit to i. Then clearly

(4.7) E(V) = OijUji.

Hence we have

(4.8) Qkj = QkfiaUn + £ iPli, i * j.
n—1

Then
oO oo      oo y—1

Qki  -   £  Pki   =   Pki  +   £   E   Pl7  Pri  =   Pki +   £   QkrPri
n*-l n=2 r=0 r=0

(4.9)

+   E6I-+I   iPlr   \Pri, j >   i,
r-j L 4>ri n-l J

Dividing both sides of (4.9) by Qko, and recalling (4.2), we obtain

Qki      £J / Qkr\ Qki  »  /6ir\ Lki(j)
(4.10)       — =£(—)Pw + — £(- \pTi+-J-,        j>i,

Qk0 r-0 \ QkO/ VkO   r-j \<Pri/ QkO

From (4.8) we see that Qkj/Qki>9ij/<f>ji', interchanging i and j gives

Oii/<t>ji < Qkj/Qki < <t>ij/9ji, i ?£. j.

Hence ratios such as Qkr/Qko are bounded away from 0 and 00 by

numbers which may depend on r but are independent of k. Also,
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Qki = Lki(l+Qii). Thus, the condition of Theorem 2 implies that if

k(=;K, k—> °o , j-*co, then Lki(j)/Qko-^0 for each t. The above remarks

also imply that there is a sequence \km) independentofi,w = l,2, • • • ,

with km£iK, km—><=o, such that

,.        Qk„.i
hm -— = Qi, say,

•»-*"  Qkm.O

exists for each i. Since for each i the ratio Qkt/Qko is a bounded func-

tion of k, and since, referring to (4.10),

E (6irUri)Pri
t—i

is arbitrarily small for j sufficiently large, the limits Qi must satisfy

(1.1). This concludes the proof of Theorem 2.

5. Remarks. Blackwell  [l] was concerned with the number of

bounded solutions for transient chains of the system

(5.1) H = 2ZPiM-
}~0

The relation between solutions of (5.1) and of (1.1) is discussed by

Feller [6].
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